
20, Lot 20/22 ' 'The Cosmopolitan 'Warner Street St, Port Douglas

Cheap as Chips Centrally located Port Pad

When location counts you cannot go passed this excellent opportunity to

purchase right in the beating heart of Port Douglas.

Situated over looking Grant Street and just seconds from Iconic restaurants

and all other amenities this studio apartment will make a perfect base for

your next visit to Port Douglas.

Being sold fully furnished and already in the letting pool you can hit the

ground running with 2014 shaping to be the best in recent memory you will

need to be quick to grab this one with both hands.

The complex has a very private and boutique style swimming pool, secure

undercover parking and a lift from the basement to each floor, a distinct

advantage being able to accommodate those guests with mobility issues.

The apartment is being offered as a standalone proposition, however this

property is part of a current dual key configuration... Is you may like to

acquire both sides, the adjoining apartment is also fully self contained with

galley kitchen and spa on the balcony.
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Price SOLD

Property Type Residential

Property ID 178

Agent Details

Callum Jones - 0437 981 195 

Callum Jones - 0437 981 195

Office Details

Port Douglas

1/32 Macrossan St Port Douglas

QLD 4877 Australia 

07 4099 5550

Sold



Inspect today start enjoying tomorrow!

$115,000

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


